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The second edition continues to teach students the critical skills of legal reasoning. This popular

book is a practical and clear guide that explains the many ways lawyers analyze the law. The

authors demystify legal analysis by examining the foundations and methodology of legal problem

solving, and by discussing the different levels of critical thinking necessary to develop effective legal

arguments. The book emphasizes the importance of applying the law as opposed to relying

excessively on formulaic methods of analysis. New to the second edition, the book will examine

rule-based reasoning and the embedded rule; examine deductive analysis and resolving statutory

ambiguity; examine case-law reasoning and inductive analysis; examine the role of policy in legal

argument; examine the structure and variations of legal argument and CREAC; and offer new

examples and exercises.
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Excellent book for the first year law student or even paralegal in training. It has all the good stuff I

learned in paralegal school in one handy place.

As a Suffolk law student I have found this quite useful for LPS (our legal writing class). The different

breakdowns for legal writing were expertly explained.



This how to book provides a step by step blueprint for putting a compelling, well reasoned

argument, that is supported by case law and or statutory law, together. A great primer and refresher

course.

This book is very useful and easy to understand. I wish I had it during my law school days. A must

read.

I struggled my first year learning how to write legal memos, and my Professor was no help.

Someone suggested that I read this book and it was a life saver. It clearly explains how to write both

an objective and persuasive memo. It teaches you how to structure paragraphs and layout the

memo. The book also has full examples of both an objective and persuasive memo, which you can

use as a guide. It also explains how to write a clear and precise law exam. My grades and legal

writing improved substantially because of this book; it also helped prepare me for my summer

associate positions. I still use the book today improve my writing and I suggest it to any law student

struggling with legal writing or writing exams. I think for any law student this book should be on your

shelf.

It could be better but it taught me a lot. It was worth the money and time spent.

This book was required reading for my law school's orintation for 1st year law students. It was a

good intro to legal analysis for our LARW class.

excellent in all
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